Columbia University, Graduate School of Journalism  
*New York, NY*  
The Columbia University Graduate School of Journalism's purpose is to educate and train students, from all over the world, to become accomplished professional journalists. The school prepares them to perform a vital and challenging function in free societies: finding out the truth of complicated situations, usually under a time constraint, and communicating it in a clear, engaging fashion to the public. The school also educates scholars of communications and journalism, and functions as a significant guiding force in journalism and inculcates in its students the habit of thinking of themselves as leaders for change and improvement in the profession.

CUNY Graduate School of Journalism  
*New York, NY*  
CUNY Graduate School of Journalism offers a multimedia focused, three-semester Master of Arts degree in Journalism located in the heart of NYC, a Master’s degree in Entrepreneurial Journalism; a one-semester advanced certificate in Entrepreneurial Journalism for mid-career professionals, and the CUNY J-Camp, a series of Professional Development workshops focused on emerging trends and skill sets in the industry.

Medill/Northwestern University  
*Evanston, IL*  
Journalism Medill trains graduate journalism students by immersing them in practical, hands-on, real-world journalism. Students report from Medill’s downtown and Washington newsrooms, and for those who choose an optional 5th quarter Global Media residency, in news organizations elsewhere in the world. All learn to use new digital tools to engage audiences with news and information they need and want to know. Integrated Marketing Communications Graduate education in Integrated Marketing Communications was invented at Medill. IMC focuses on consumer and stakeholder behavior and needs, and the communication strategies organizations employ to foster engagement with a brand, cause or organization. Real-world, client/sponsor-driven projects help students gain the skills and knowledge they need to meet today's marketing challenges with creativity and innovation.